Final CARENA Meeting
Petten, The Netherlands, 28th April 2015
Diamond team’s - Claire Pizzay, Elizabeth Shotton, Anna Kroner

Johnson Mattey Team’s - William McDonnell, Maria-Elena Rivas, Andy Smith

Marie-Laure Fontaine, Claire Pizzay, Juergen Caro
Prof Koos van Staden and Tony Kiss

Anne Julbe & David Farrusseng
Jean-Luc Dubois, Nicolas Dupont, Yves Schuurman, Roman Tschentscher

Caroline Tardivat and Hank Vleeming

Rune Myrstad and Gerhard Remmers
CARENA DINNER at Restaurant Rivers in Alkmaar
Dinner together for the last CARENA Event
Lovely Evening and Networking
Many and warm thanks to AkzoNobel for sponsoring the CARENA dinner.